
 
WEALTHTECH MATTERS - THE ADVISER 

 
Thursday 17 June 2021 via Zoom 

 
The background to the series:  
 
• WealthTech Matters is a series of three events which focuses on different elements of your 

business: the client; the adviser/relationship manager; and the overarching business itself.  
• The idea is that we drill down into the tech innovations affecting each.  
• This iteration will focus on the tech being used by, and affecting your, advisers, and how it is 

helping them to work more productively, efficiently, cost effectively and, dare one say, even 
more contentedly! 

 
Who should participate? 
 
• Participation is by invitation. Delegates are drawn from wealth management and private banking 

and the large financial advisory firms. Invitations are extended to the people within these firms 
who hold strategic responsibility for overseeing and integrating technology into the company’s 
processes. Representation is typically at COO or CTO level.  
 

The current context:  
 
• As we hopefully emerge blinking into the sunlight, the general consensus is that the pandemic 

has changed everything. The process of digitalisation has accelerated and will continue to do so 
at an exponential pace.  

• The belief is that tech will become “housekeeping” and expected by your clients. You will 
differentiate your service through the human element.  

• We all know that this won’t be overnight … think how radically grateful we are for digital 
signatures and Zoom…  but a seamless online experience should be your goal and it is hoped 
that this event will help provide some pointers.   

• The goal of this half day is to provide you with an opportunity to share and contrast experiences 
with your peer group and to take a look at what is coming down the tracks very soon.  
 

The two keynotes:  
 
• The goal of the keynotes is to encourage new thinking and entertain. We will be publishing our 

keynotes within the next fortnight.  
• To illustrate the approach, here are some of the recent keynotes:  
 
• Behavioural Finance – dynamic suitability at speed and under stress. Greg B Davies, 

Head of Behavioural Finance at Oxford Risk 
• Handling your data - all rather critical for the FS industry.  Rob Masson, CEO and Founder 

of the DPO Centre will highlight the lurking dangers.  
• Caroline Burkart, Head of UK/Europe, Client Insight at Aon presented the findings from Aon’s 

2020 UK Client Experience Benchmark showing what we have learned about the 
client experience since Covid 19 and what we need to do to build on these findings 
in the coming year. 
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The (interactive) Roundtables:  
 

• As a delegate, you will be invited to choose the two roundtables in which you would like to 
participate. The goal is to provide you with a tailored experience.  

• The roundtables are one hour long with the emphasis on interactivity. The agenda is carefully 
researched and thought through. As we abide by the rules of Chatham House, all participants 
are able to speak openly and freely.  

• They will take place on the Owen James Hub via Zoom with, typically, circa 15 people around 
the virtual table.  

• The sessions are introduced by an expert on the subject. This introduction will usually last about 
10 minutes before the conversation is opened up to the group by an experienced facilitator, the 
goal being to ensure that everyone gets stuck in! We want you to lean in rather than sit and 
soak!!  
 

TechTalks:  
 
• As this event is all about providing our delegation with carefully curated access to what is new 

and exciting, we have introduced TechTalks. These are short and punchy (and entertaining) 
presentations by sponsor firms keen to showcase their latest offerings. You can play at being a 
“dragon”!  
 

Networking:  
 
• The third key element of WealthTech Matters, the networking, is proving slightly more 

challenging to recreate in the virtual world. We do plan to run virtual evening drinks and will be 
providing a bit of an incentive to take part… We will then invite you to join different Zoom 
rooms to see if we can generate that serendipitous spark of interest in a further conversation…  
or you can just hang around in the Hub and shoot the breeze!!!  

 
 
At the last WealthTech Matters, we asked our participants how much time they thought their 
people spent on their various tasks and the breakdown proved quite interesting. The majority of 
their time is spent as follows: 
 
• Holding meetings – 8.5 hours 
• Preparing client reports – 7.3 hours 
• Preparing for meetings – 5.75 hours  
• Researching & monitoring existing clients – life events – 3.5 hours 
• Research & monitoring existing clients – investments – 3.5 hours 
• Researching potential clients – 3 hours.  

We worked our advisers hard and calculated this on the basis of a 40-hour week…  As you can see, 
preparation for meetings, holding meetings and producing client reports takes up half of their week, 
which leaves little time to research potential clients. There is also time set aside for updating records 
in accordance with regulatory requirements (half a day), plus general networking and training.  

If you take a step back and consider this, might there perhaps be scope to reconfigure how they 
work? Different skillsets for different tasks?  
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THE DRAFT AGENDA: 
 

These subjects should be viewed as a starting point. They will evolve as we get closer to the event. 
You will be given an opportunity to choose the roundtables in which you wish to take part on 13 
May.  
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1. YOUR CLIENTS WILL NOW EXPECT AN OMNI CHANNEL 
RELATIONSHIP. ARE YOUR ADVISERS READY TO PROVIDE THAT? IS 
YOUR FIRM GEARED UP TO OFFER THIS BREADTH OF ACCESS? 

• Research in the run up to the last WealthTech Matters provided some interesting insights into 
how you think your clients want to work with you. Video conferencing now plays a big part in 
that but so does your website app. Face to face, emails, webinars – and even the old 
telephone also got a bit of a mention. 

• 77% of you still think that building and deepening personal client relationships is best done 
face to face. However, when it comes to setting clients’ financial objectives and providing 
detailed advice, video conferencing takes over. Discussing changes to strategies also seems to 
work over video conferencing.  

• So, if you accept this approach, then you need to ensure that your advisers are trained, armed 
and ready to provide this service in a professionally seamless way. Think of the cost savings in 
printing out reports and travelling to meetings. 

• The other key channel appears to be your website app. 100% of you see this as the way your 
clients will want to monitor their portfolios, and nearly 60% of you see this as the channel to 
provide key portfolio updates.  

• The times, they are a changing! 
 

2. 62% OF YOU THINK MARKETING IS BEST DONE VIA EMAIL. SURELY 
THERE IS POTENTIAL TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA?  

• Maybe you use emails to include links to marketing activity …  that would explain such a high 
percentage. And maybe you feel that HNW clients are more accustomed to the in-person 
communication rather than being accessed via YouTube, Instagram, LinkedIn etc.  

• Sourcing new clients is definitely a challenge – particularly in the times through which we are 
living. Traditional acquisition has always been through events, referrals and networks but now 
we have to consider new ways to attract attention and source new clients.  

 

3. AS PART OF YOUR EMPLOYEE RETENTION STRATEGY, YOU NEED 
YOUR TECH TO BE GOOD. YOUR FUTURE ADVISERS WON’T WANT 
TO BE BOGGED DOWN WITH MANUAL PROCESSES AND FRANKLY 
YOU WON’T WANT THEM TO BE EITHER. SO, WHAT STEPS CAN 
YOU TAKE TO ENSURE THEY ARE FREE TO FOCUS ON YOUR 
CLIENTS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE?  

• In some recent research meetings with your wealth management colleagues, it became clear 
that there is evidence of employees on the move.  

• They have had the pandemic to consider what matters to them – life balance; the long-haul 
commute; or maybe they miss the interaction with colleagues.  

• This is perhaps not really a purely tech session but as our focus is on your advisers, let’s take 
some time to reflect on what makes them enjoy working with you.  

• With every generation, technical competency is rising and expectations that advanced 
technology will be provided to ease everyday work are high. When these expectations are 
met, wealth managers can reduce manual administration, generate next best 
recommendations automatically and create more time for client conversations.  

• Newly trained advisers can become self-sufficient sooner because they have fewer systems 
and administrative tasks to master, and their next best actions are guided by automatically 
generated, data-driven insights as well as the advice of colleagues.  

• Such empowerment enables wealth managers to attract and retain the best talent, because 
daily work becomes easier and conversion rates rise, which is a win-win for all stakeholders. 
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4. IMAGINE ANOTHER TOOL IN THE BOX TO HELP YOUR ADVISERS 
MONITOR WHETHER OR NOT THEIR CLIENTS’ FINANCIAL GOALS 
ARE BEING MET? A SPOT OF SCENARIO PLANNING?  

• How will my assets develop under various volatile circumstances? What steps do I have to 
take to make my financial plan sustainable?  

• Reliable information on risk, return and the probability of meeting future goals is essential 
when making financial decisions.  

• Scenario analysis provides this information by visualising how assets will most likely develop 
over time. It also demonstrates the impact of investment decisions, changes in a client’s 
financial situation and market developments. 

• Our expert for this session will share some of the commercial benefits of using technology to 
meet and monitor your clients’ financial goals.  
 

5. EMOTIONAL ANALYTICS; SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
• Tools to help your advisers read their clients better. They are already out there! And we are 

not just talking smiley faces…. 
• We are all accustomed to face recognition as a form of security protocol. Although it has 

taken me a while to cope with the fact that the mask gets in the way. But imagine a world 
where your Zoom call could be analysed …  Miss VHNW’s face indicated an interest at the 
prospect of investing in those gyms on the Isle of Skye. Or perhaps more readily, Miss 
VHNW’s email is encouraging (or not)! 

 

6. YOU HOPEFULLY ALREADY HAVE A CRM BUT DO YOU HAVE A 
CLM? YOU REALLY SHOULD. YOUR ADVISERS WILL APPRECIATE IT.  

• Customer relationship management is the process through which a business administers its 
interactions with customers, typically using data analysis to study large amounts of 
information. 

• Client lifecycle management technology combines all phases of the client lifecycle and provides 
all individuals and departments with access to a consolidated view of all client data, activity 
and actions. 

• With client lifecycle management (CLM), the whole is much greater than the sum of the parts, 
and consistency throughout the client journey is key.  

• While your CRM ensures the data you capture throughout the client lifecycle can support 
demographic segmentation and personalisation, it is your CLM that adds intelligence and 
insights to that data, which delivers added relevance for clients and enables your advisers/RMs 
to make the right recommendations at the right time. Your CLM also ensures that CRM data 
is re-used throughout the client lifecycle to shorten processing times, reduce duplication and 
increase client satisfaction. 

• Want to hear more?  
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7. GENERATING NEXT BEST … BUILDING ON YOUR BESPOKE 
INVESTMENT OFFERING – HYPER PERSONALISING!  

• Researching and monitoring existing clients’ investments takes up a chunk of time …  
• Is there a way you can identify appropriate bespoke investment offerings through the use of 

technology? 
• Accessing private markets, for example, is a complex exercise.  
• For a wealth manager to navigate this market, understand its modus operandi and intercept 

and interpret data is a challenge. 
• The use of platform technology offering access to a growing number of private investments to 

a larger pool of buyers and sellers is attractive. Especially as it offers scale and accessibility as 
well as greater liquidity.  

• PwC forecasts that private fund assets will grow from £4.2 to £5.5 trillion in 2025. They will 
account for 10% of global AUM by 2025. Thus, there will be significant growth in availability of 
private funds.  

• The Holy Grail is deciding how to best embed private funds within the discretionary offering, 
how that might look reporting wise and how cash drag and cash allocation will look. 

• Worth exploring further? 

8. ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION ISN’T QUITE SO “OUT THERE” 
THESE DAYS, BUT HAVE YOU HEARD OF “NATURAL LANGUAGE 
GENERATION”? DO YOU REALLY UNDERSTAND CHATBOTS? HOW 
ABOUT A QUICK RECAP OF ALL THE INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE OUT 
THERE? AGAIN, YOUR ADVISERS MAY COME TO LOVE YOU! 

• Natural language generation platforms enable companies to take structured data and translate 
them into narrative. You may have heard of Wordsmith.  

• A chatbot is a computer program that simulates and processes human conversation (either 
written or spoken), allowing humans to interact with digital devices as if they were 
communicating with a real person. 

• How might they be used within the context of wealth management? We will field an expert to 
talk you through their potential.  

 

9. ENTERPRISE DATA ANALYTICS FOR DATA DRIVEN INSIGHTS 
• AI use of client data to enable contextualised personalisation by adviser. Hear all about it! 
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10. YOUR CLIENTS ARE KEEN TO INVEST IN ALL THINGS ESG. HOW 
DO YOU ACHIEVE THIS AND, MORE IMPORTANTLY, HOW CAN 
YOUR ADVISERS DEMONSTRATE HOW YOU ARE GOING ABOUT IT? 
THE TOOLS ARE OUT THERE. 

• In our more caring, post pandemic world – well let’s hope…  clients are demanding that their 
money is invested in companies behaving well. Great – the portfolio managers can work that 
out … but your HNW clients may want to understand the impact they are making or even to 
nuance which “letter” they are investing in.  

• Your advisers therefore need to be armed with the tools to illustrate exactly where their 
client’s money is going, how the investment is behaving on the spectrum and how it is 
performing.  

• The tools are becoming more readily available.  
• One substantial wealth manager is offering clients an impact quotient tool that that helps 

prioritise ESG considerations, such as climate change and gender equality on a customised 
basis.* 

• How up to speed are your advisers with ESG? Are they embracing this new world or are they 
just paying lip service? Maybe a bit of training is needed?  
 

* according to capgemini’s Top Trends in Wealth Management 2020 

11. HAVE YOU HEARD OF NONFUNGIBLE TOKENS (NFTS)? THEY ARE 
DIGITAL ASSETS THAT ARE VALIDATED BY BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY AND PURCHASED WITH CRYPTOCURRENCIES. 
YEAH RIGHT. WELL, YOU NEED TO KNOW AS IT WILL BE A REAL 
CONVERSATION STOPPER AT THE FIRST DINNER PARTY YOU GET 
INVITED TO! 

• Even I read about the sale of Jack Dorsey’s first ever tweet – for slightly more than £2m. That 
is the first time I heard about NFTs. Apparently, Lindsay Lohan sold some artwork of herself 
as an NFT earlier this year, and the artist Beeple sold a piece of digital artwork as an NFT at 
Christies for over $60m. https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/first-open-beeple/beeple-b-1981-
1/112924 

• Does your firm have a clear strategy for digital assets? Maybe you should.  
 

12. CYBER CRIME – IT IS GROWING! 
• According to the BBC: “A nuclear facility in Iran was hit by "sabotage" a day after it unveiled new 

uranium enrichment equipment, the country's top nuclear official says. Israeli public media cited 
intelligence sources who said it was the result of an Israeli cyber-attack.” 

• Cybercrime may be state sponsored or it may be committed by a disgruntled ex-employee 
holed up in his or her bedroom. 

• It is an incredibly lucrative industry and is only likely to become more so as coding and 
scripting become a core part of education. How’s your python?  

• You will no doubt have all sorts of protections in place but as the world becomes ever more 
digital, it is absolutely critical that you know precisely where your “crown jewels” are and 
ensure they are protected to the utmost. 

• There is a lot of data out there and it is no longer all locked up neatly in the office… 
 

https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/first-open-beeple/beeple-b-1981-1/112924
https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/first-open-beeple/beeple-b-1981-1/112924
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13. OPEN FINANCE: IT MAY SOUND RATHER “RETAIL BANK” BUT IT 
MAY IMPINGE ON YOUR WORLD SO MAYBE YOU SHOULD PAY 
ATTENTION?  

• The FCA’s vision for open finance is one in which “consumers and businesses can grant access 
to their data to trusted third-party providers and in return gain access to a wider range of 
financial services/products, have greater control over their data, engage with their finances, 
and be empowered to make better financial decisions”. 

• This means that third party firms might well come to you and seek access to your client’s 
data. How do you feel about that? The corollary of all this is of course that you might be given 
permission by your own clients to go and approach a third-party provider.  

• Might there be a business opportunity waiting to be embraced?  
 

 

If you would like to participate in WealthTech Matters – the Adviser, do please email 
CharlieMartin@OwenJamesGroup.com. We will be delighted to hear from you. 

mailto:CharlieMartin@OwenJamesGroup.com
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